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RUSSELL FERGUSON Let’s begin at the

beginning. Why did you decide to become an
artist?

THOMAS DEMAND I actually never

considered anything else. My mother was an

art teacher. My father was an artist who taught.
He wanted to be a painter, but at that time in

Germany you couldn’t make a living as an artist.
But art was always around me.

RF I’ve always thought that in German art schools
it’s a one-to-one relationship, that you are “a
student of so-and-so”.

TD No, they put you in a class immediately, and
I was one of the leftovers. Like, “This guy clearly

has talent, but I don’t want him.” So I found myself
in the most unpopular class. I stayed for one year
and then realised I had to get out. I got an old

Opel and I drove through Germany to Hamburg
and Düsseldorf and Berlin, and I saw different

professors. In Düsseldorf I saw [the artist] Fritz

‘Tribute’, 2011

Schwegler, who said, “Well, maybe come back and

P A P E R ,

‘Tribute’, 2011

‘Tribute’, 2011

P A P E R ,

show me what you’ve done in like six weeks.” I

did that, and he accepted me in his class. When I
S C I S S O R
S ,
got to [Kunstakademie] Düsseldorf, I just swore to
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THOMAS DEMAND I actually
never considered anything else.
My mother was an art teacher.
My father was an artist who taught.
He wanted to be a painter, but at
that time in Germany you couldn’t
make a living as an artist. But art
was always around me.
RF I’ve always thought that in
German art schools it’s a one-toone relationship, that you are
“a student of so-and-so”.

much more professional. The students had tough
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46The German artist Thomas Demand makes fragile models of everyday objects and
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RF Is that when you started to move toward sculpture?

TD Even if my sculptures weren’t very convincing and

TD The one thing I didn’t have any clue about was sculpture.

as objects — at that point I wasn’t photographing them. I
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still just a ‘blob?’” I wasn’t sure if I wanted to keep making

sculptures, so I made them as cheaply as possible. That’s how

I started making things out of paper — because I didn’t want
to store them and I didn’t want to keep them.

RF Something that came into play in your work quite early

didn’t last very long, I wanted them to be taken seriously

thought, if I make an object that’s too neat, or appeals to your
sense of prettiness or cuteness, it would be a failure, because
it would get stuck in craftsmanship. Scaling things into

miniature automatically “cute-ifies” them. So when I started
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it monumental would have been taking it beyond my own
limits again.

RF After this, you went to Goldsmiths. Why did you decide
to go to school in England?

is a reluctance to embrace the sense of a model as a miniature

TD I was in Paris on a grant for a year and it reminded me

that a little bit?

different format at Goldsmiths. You had to be able to make

version of something in the real world. Can you talk about

of Munich — the same palette of problems. It was a very
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a case for what you were trying to do, and describe what you
expected the audience to see. I hadn’t been exposed to that
language at all. It was also the beginning of the art world
in London at the time, just a couple of years after Freeze,

the show Damien Hirst curated [in 1988]. It was all about
British art — it wasn’t about German art at all. You would

actually be at a disadvantage as a German, because “German

art” meant [Anselm] Kiefer and [Georg] Baselitz. I was really
thrown into the deep end there, as a German.
RF Were you still making sculpture?
TD I made sculptures, but I couldn’t just take on the

Düsseldorf rhetoric of, “Oh, this is like an object, you know
what I mean — wink wink?” It needed to be much clearer

and probably much more individual, subjective. At that time I
started photographing stuff before I threw it away, which was
basically because my teacher told me that I should.

Detail from the video ‘Pacific Sun’, 2012
Detail from the video ‘Pacific Sun’, 2012

Detail from the video ‘Pacific Sun’, 2012

RF This was mainly for documentation?
TD It was only for documentation. The original idea was

that I would only keep around 20 objects, a mixture between

the best objects and the latest objects. And my professor said,
“You should really photograph them before you throw them
away.” For one very intelligent reason: because otherwise I
wouldn’t know if I was making any progress on them.

RF But even though your pictures began exclusively as

documentation of sculptures, then the possibility emerged

that the thing you’re making is really the photograph. Let’s

talk about an early work, “Sprungturm/Diving Board” (1994).
This is kind of exceptional in your work, in that it’s not to
scale.

TD This is a smallish model because the studio was so small.
I couldn’t do it 1:1 or I probably would have ended up in
the Guinness Book of World Records.

RF It is a colour photograph of an object, but it’s close to
monochrome. Was that part
of its appeal?
‘Sprungturm/Diving Board’, 1994

‘Sprungturm/Diving
Board’, 1994 Board’, 1994
‘Sprungturm/Diving

‘Junior Suite’, 2012
‘Junior Suite’, 2012

‘Junior Suite’, 2012
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‘Gangway’, 2001

‘Werkstatt/Workshop’, 2017

TD Absolutely. It had this connotation of a black-and-white

in our head. Do we have these pictures in our head already,

quasi-fascistic connotation.

Obviously, we don’t have pictures in our head. It’s always a

picture. And, of course, as a German in London, this carries a

RF It has quite a Bauhaus feeling to it, but it also has some
Berlin Olympics feel. Is this a step up in ambition? That

while making a cardboard sculpture you can also take on —

“problematic” is an understatement — issues of aesthetics and
German history, or the history of photography in Germany?
TD I just realised that those pictures for me are my own,

even if they’re also part of the public consciousness. So your
memory intersects with the collective memory.

RF You told me once that this diving board is the diving
board from the pool where you learnt to swim. So it’s a

personal
memory,
From the film
‘Tunnel’, 1999but it also evokes a kind of public history
of representation?

FT.COM/MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 17/18 2018

TD Absolutely. As an artist, you have to align your own

memories with what these memories mean for someone

else. It started with the simple idea that we all have pictures

or do we construct them when we talk about those things?

reconstruction. Hence the method of reconstruction and the

odd mistake in my pictures. Because I may remember a thing
differently than it really was.

RF A lot of the early works, like “Brennerautobahn” (1994),
or “Fabrik” (1994), are still large things that you made on a
small scale.

TD Yes, on the table top. After London, I went to

Amsterdam, to the Rijksakademie, where I had a much

bigger studio. And then, in New York I was incredibly lucky
because my studio was in a massive building. That’s where I
made “Corridor” (1995).

RF So it was built life-size?
FT.COM/MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 17/18 2018

TD It’s life-size, yes. In America, for the first time, I found

cardboard that was big enough to make something this large.
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RF Can we talk about your first film, Tunnel (1999)? It’s

movie of a succession of different tunnels, morphing into

when the car crashed?

wasn’t originally about that event, but at some point it was

the tunnel in Paris that Princess Diana was driving through

TD In the beginning, it came from a completely different

each other. About three months later, Lady Di died, so it

‘Do we
alread
them
things
a reco

inevitably about her.

idea. I noticed that the discussion of my work was focusing

RF In 2009 you had a major show at the Neue

when digital photography was just about to take over

that all dealt directly with the weight of German history. Was

on whether photography “lies” or not — that was in 1998,
everything. I found it a very limiting way of talking about

pictures. I thought, OK, I need to do something to emphasise
other aspects of my practice than just, “How real does it

look?” And for me, the moment when you stand in a studio

‘Do we h
Nationalgalerie in Berlin, for which you made five new works

already,
them wh
making [your next series] “The Dailies” — these very simple, things?
everyday objects — a way of taking some of that pressure a recon

off ?

and something is built is a very peculiar one. You experience

TD Yes, for me it was. For the Nationalgalerie show I had

the picture. You know that you cannot sit on the chair, and

order to understand many of the pictures, which is something

the fragility of everything, much more than you notice it on

to admit that there are narratives you might want to know in

you cannot use these things as things. But they still, to some

I had sort of been denying for 20 years.

get more of that feeling of, like, you’re standing in the studio

RF Did it feel then transgressive to make such apparently

extent, do what they’re supposed to do. And I just wanted to

inconsequential images?
in this environment. So I thought, OK, if I move the camera
‘Gangway’, 2001
through the space, rather than have it provide like a window
on to the space, that would probably redirect the perception
of the work. So the most natural thing was, of course, to

move through spaces that are built for being moved through,
like a tunnel. I had already developed the idea of making a

TD Well, it felt like an exercise in modesty. I kept thinking,
is this enough? I gave myself certain rules. It should never
take longer than a week to make a “Daily”, instead of

‘Gangway’, 2001

occupying me for three months, or three years. And I should

‘Werkstatt/Workshop’, 2017
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be able to do it myself, without having like an army of people
supporting me. And the authorial perspective should be that

of a flâneur — something you would see when you pass by on
a street or while travelling. Starting from there, a lot of “The

Dailies” came to me because I saw things and I thought, oh,
that would be a good one, just by walking around. For me,

the narrative is the picture itself. It’s not something you have
to explain, or assume, or imagine. Rather, the reason for the
picture is in the picture itself.

‘Do we have pictures in our head
already, or do we construct
them when we talk about those
‘ Do we have
things? Obviously,
it’spictures
always in our head
already,
or
do
we construct
a reconstruction’
them when we talk about those
things? Obviously, it’s always
a reconstruction’

‘Do we have pictures in our head
already, or do we construct
them when we talk about those
things? Obviously, it’s always
a reconstruction’

RF Do you still consider yourself a sculptor?
TD Like 80 per cent of what I do is concerned with

the object — trying to find a way to make a new object,
like a violin, for instance, which is such a distinct thing.

Photography is not easy for me because I never learnt it.

‘Daily #10’, 2009
‘Daily #10’, 2009

I feel like I’m still learning. Five times a year I make a

photograph. But the rest of the year I just make sculptures.

angway’, 2001

R 17/18 2018

And it is still important
for me that most of the things I
‘Gangway’, 2001

photograph are actually creating a space or a room or a small

‘Daily #10’, 2009

corner of the world, rather than just being a surface.

‘Gangway’, 2001
This is an edited
extract of an extended interview that took place

in 2017 and 2018 in the artist’s studio in Los Angeles, published

in “Thomas Demand: The Complete Papers”, published this month
by MACK

‘Daily #2’, 2008

‘Daily #2’, 2008

‘Daily #2’, 2008

‘Daily #9’, 2009
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Exactly. The next step was I didn’t it comes from making these kind of really
want to leave the Lautners alone, I cheap, office-printer-paper models. The

1 The Tokyo-based

Lautner, about why I think Lautner’s Japan, and in some, the roof was hanging

Ryue Nishizawa.
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critique. But coming back to Lautner’s mental that it becomes too much about she took me on a tour of her buildings in by Kazuyo Sejima and
models, so you found this archive …

down – sagging – and me, being German,
I think a building has to be solid and
last for ever, so I said, “Well, that’s really
sad that it’s sagging,” and she said, “No
we built it like that especially because we
liked it on the model!”
This third part of the series is on Hans
Hollein – he’s dead, obviously, but I had
the opportunity to look into his bequest
before it got thrown away. His kids let
me in to see all the overflowing spaces
he had filled over the decades. Formally,
the work is very dated – it has these kind
of rainbow colours, for instance. So it’s
not about beauty, whereas with SANAA,
that is about beauty, contemporary
beauty, and about representing the
feeling of how you want to live. These are
old models, they’re from years ago and
you just know that nobody would make
them any more, but there is a certain
spark of freshness in this that is not retro
– it’s just very raw.
That’s what I am actually looking
for in these models. Where the model
itself plays a role in forming the
ideas. The creative process of getting
somewhere, or getting nowhere. And
this is not about the digitisation of the
office – I know that most architectural
offices don’t use models very often now.
I think part of my interest in the making
of a model is the making of the model
with my hands. I was wondering whether
you feel that. Going through the books
on DS+R, there are not many models
in there, but I have the feeling that
much of your exhibition work would
have used models …

And also, I think that the regular model It is two-way. In my training I laboured
is about impressing your client.
over drawings and models. Drawings are
basics – you know how to look at them.
Yes, but there’s something about But with a model, you can circle it, turn
miniatures, or miniaturisation, that is it upside down, crush it, or deliberately
very appealing and very universal in misread it. That ability to misread
a way. It’s not so easy for a lot of people it actually produces something else
to look at two-dimensional representa- – you get a little bit of understanding of
tions – except perspective and render- behaviour and performance. That’s why
ings, which everyone fears is propaganda. the story about Sejima is interesting
The model on the other hand stands – the sag came out of the paper, and then
for an objective view of the thing, so it was reproduced in a three-dimensional,
that you, as a client, can actually see it solid way that’s permanent. I think that
any way you want, from whatever models are not going anywhere, but
perspective you want. I don’t think what’s interesting are new tools such as
much has changed there, although three-dimensional printing – you tell the
architects have added more tools to their printer what you want, you leave it overrepertoire – digital modelling and VR, night, you come down in the morning
even. We use models in all sorts of and the elves have made it.

Well …

different ways. But I think the way you’re
talking about models is very much the
way we still work – things you can’t
accomplish through other technologies.
By cutting things, putting pieces of cardboard together with tape or glue, you can
start to see the relationships between
them. Whereas in digital modelling, you
basically have to find the coordinates,
to extract the entire process and then
bring it back to some kind of version of
representation. So I still think the latter
allows you to think fast, but I also find
that models are disposable and I don’t
feel that kind of pressure.

No?
Actually, we do make a lot of models.
2 Desiring Eye:
Reviewing the Slow
House, 1989, the
conceptual design by
Diller Scofidio +
Renfro – “conceived as
a passage, a door that
leads to a window …
a physical entry to an
optical departure”
– existed only as a
multimedia
installation (a series
of models) exhibited
at Toto Gallery Ma,
Tokyo, Le Magasin,
Grenoble, and Arc en
Rêve, Bordeaux.

But you never show them?
We don’t really celebrate them.
But for the Reviewing the Slow
House project,2 we specifically made
models that were new manifestations
of the same idea. The model was not
on its way to anything, it was the thing
itself. After the building, they become
a representation of, or the embodiment
of, the idea. But the traditional way
to think about a model is that you build
it for a client, for them to understand
what you’re doing.

Would you say there is a degree of coincidence there? Can a coincidence come
from the model and go back into the
design process? Is it a two-way process?

It’s a little bit like drawing in three
dimensions, no?
Yeah, it’s a weird process that doesn’t
resemble the construction of an idea. It’s
very much a kind of mould, or a product,
of a concept. It doesn’t serve the same
purpose as the models that you’re talking
about, which are like action paintings or
feedback.
Yes, they’re feedback in the sense that
you learn, you realise it’s not working.
Whereas on a computer everything is so
shiny it all looks good in the first place.
With a model the failure is so much more
visible. Whenever I do something on
a computer it’s always so linear in terms
of where it will end up. You never make
a detour.
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you figured out which ones represented
something very much about real time.
Hollein. It was much more archaeological.
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this material.
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And its well-processed material. I’m
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trying to get something out that is not
And its well-processed material. I’m
seen because the Getty doesn’t process
seeing this in a crate that costs probmistakes and ruptures, that’s not why
ably $4,000 to make earthquake-safe
they keep it. They just keep it because
and trying to get these alive again. And
they can’t throw it away. The Holleins are
trying to get something out that is not
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they keep it. They just keep it because
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because it’s too complex to understand
it. Retirement funds – they work with
models, demographic models. The
weather forecast is a model. We’re making
models all the time because we need to,
to represent our sense of reality.
I think there’s also a relationship
between the object and yourself as
a person, and that’s why I was asking in
the beginning whether your models are
for exhibitions, because you don’t show
models of your works in a show.
You rarely make models for exhibition
purposes, you make models for other
reasons, but also everything you do and
everything you make – at whatever scale
– has to have an official relationship. At
the same time, you’ve talked about loss in
models, about the space between image

and subject. In the cases of Model Studies
you have said that you were drawn to
what gets lost between the model and
the building, between those initial intentions and the practicality of the building
itself. I guess, with architecture, there’s
the loss of a big idea when it’s translated
into a bunch of processes, into budgets.
Is there a different kind of loss that takes
place in the journey from the vision of
a thing – of a real space that you understand from photos, or from being there
– to a model, then to a photo? Again,
it’s translation, translation, translation – do you look at that as a loss?
How would you put that?
5 Kitchen, 2004, is
a C-print photograph
of Demand’s own paper
reconstruction of the
kitchen in Saddam
Hussein’s hideaway
in Tikrit, Iraq.

It’s actually the game. It’s what I’m
after, I’m after the mini mistake, the
copy mistake. Because I’m not trying to
make something that looks like the real
thing. I’m trying to retell this story with

my own experiences. Like with Kitchen,5
I’ve never been inside Saddam Hussein’s
kitchen but I know that he has the same
Tupperware as I do at home. The way we
read the world is through what we know
to be in the world – we have a pretty
good overview of the western consuming
world, and what configures a kitchen,
what configures a bedroom, what
configures the light coming through
a window. That’s not only because we have
a kitchen at home, it’s because we’ve
seen a thousand kitchens in pictures.
I’m not trying to make the kitchen
authentic, I’m trying to get an abstract
idea of it. We all have a kitchen in
our head – if we talk about a kitchen,
we both know what that is. If I say,
“Now imagine the kitchen of Saddam
Hussein,” you’ll go through your inner

That’s a beautiful thought – the loss is
actually, I think, the gain. The extraction
is the process and that’s something that
gets into the essence of something, and
allows it to be interpretable.
Yeah, that’s exactly everything. It needs
to be open enough, because then I don’t
need a label on my work in 50 years,
explaining it. Of course, there can be
a label because we all share stories and
you can always find out what a certain
painting is about if you don’t see it
yourself. But in the end, the work I do
has to have a life on its own. If it’s too
close to what it’s supposed to represent,
it doesn’t fly.

archive, to find whether you have Model Series III will be exhibited at
any memories of that. However, it’s Sprüth Magers, Berlin, from November
a construction – a complete construc- 15, 2018, until January 17, 2019
tion. We don’t have pictures in our
head – the construction happens from
the moment I mention it, or you see my
picture. You just construct something
yourself. That’s what we see, and there’s
a lot of loss in there, because otherwise
you would go bonkers, you need to leave
a lot of information behind.
So the space between is what
I’m after. I love fictional literature
for that, for the speed of imagination that develops. If you read
a good book, you’re imagining what the
characters look like. At the same time,
I always have to keep it very clear that
it’s a modern mock-up, and that this of
course isn’t in the real photograph, I’m
putting something in that replaces the
authenticity of the original, in a sense.
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Thomas Demand
by Richard B. Woodward

Confronted by the perplexing photographs and films of Thomas Demand, one can always
respect their craftsmanship.
A master fabricator, he and his team take weeks or months in building accurate paper
models of places and events he wants to photograph. After taking a picture of the finished
object, he destroys it. His photographs thus become the residue of something that he created and that no longer exists.
Why he chooses to reconstruct a particular something can be harder to discern. Some
subjects have a political edge (the Oval Office, a room at Stasi headquarters in East Berlin),
while others seem to be challenges he has set for himself.
Is it possible to make a compelling photograph of a model bathtub full of dirty water?
(The answer, by the way, is “yes.”)
The centerpiece of his new show is “Pacific Sun,” a two-minute film depicting a storm in
the Tasman Sea as recorded by a security camera in a dining lounge aboard a large ship. Mr.
Demand came upon the footage on YouTube and over 15 months supervised a crew who
made 2,400 individual frames re-creating this tempest-tossed uneventful event.
The result is a mesmerizing tour-de-force of stop-action animation.
At first, a toy ashtray moves slowly across the toy counter, followed by chairs, tables, potted
plants, plastic cups, sandals, ketchup bottles, napkins, straws and napkins sliding violently
back and forth across the floor. With no human beings in the picture, the room seems to
have been invaded by capricious poltergeists.
A photograph in the gallery’s first room, showing the control room at the Fukushima Daishi Power Plant, its ceiling ripped apart, may explain some of the motives behind this work.
On the one-year anniversary of the Japanese tsunami, and the 100th anniversary of the
Titanic’s sinking, he may want to remind us that wherever we’re standing on the globe, and
however upright we would like to be, the ground beneath our feet is never stable.
Woodward, Richard B. “Thomas Demand.” The Wall Street Journal, May 19, 2012, p. A22.
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Thomas Demand’s Living, Breathing Conceptual Photography at Matthew Marks Gallery
By REID SINGER

The Cindy Sherman retrospective at MoMA is the latest
sign that conceptual photography has truly been canonized. Since Jeff Wall’s retrospective in 2007, and Thomas
Demand’s at MoMA in 2005, certain modes in photography may no longer be considered avant-garde. Generally
speaking, it’s no longer shocking for an artist to make
photographs whose is photography itself. Nor is it that
big a deal when a photographer draws almost all of his
or her inspiration from another established medium; Wall
draws from 19th century painting, Demand draws from
Modernist sculpture, and Sherman draws from post-war
cinema.
With this in mind, the exhibition running at Matthew
Marks Gallery through June 23rd may be one of the last
available opportunities to see Demand’s work outside
of a Gagosian gallery before he is sealed into textbooks
forever. Even though it was only made in 2012, Demand’s
“Junior Suite” feels like a part of history.

Never mind that the interior Demand created for “Kontrollraum” (“Control Room,” 2011) looks like a German
computer lab from the 1970s, what’s truly classic about it
is the level of energy the German artist has put into each
paper button, screen, and miniature object that he will
destroy after capturing on film
Such effortful awesomeness is strikingly apparent in
the video “Pacific Sun (2012). Based on a video of
the interior of a cruise ship caught in turbulent waters
between the Republic of Vanuatu and Auckland, New
Zealand, the video shows tables and bar furniture swaying
from one side of the room to another. Like Demand’s
other work, the video was made by filming objects that
had been made entirely out of paper, which, after being
photographed, were destroyed. Bumping around a room
during a storm, they are imbued with a precariousness
that’s not unlike Demand’s oeuvre itself. “Hurry,” you
think. “Catch it.”
— Reid Singer

Singer, Reid. “Thomas Demand’s Living, Breathing Conceptual Photography at Matthew Marks Gallery.”
Blouin ArtInfo, May 9, 2012
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A Sneak Peek at Thomas Demand’s Storm-Tossed Imagination
By KATHY RYAN

Three years ago, the German conceptual artist Thomas Demand saw a startling video on
YouTube that captured the chaotic scene inside a cruise ship being tossed about by a storm
in the South Pacific. E erything not bolted down — chairs, tables, bottles, cartons, people
— could be seen sliding back and forth across the floor as the ship ocked violently. But
where most viewers might have forwarded the link to their friends, Demand decided to
recreate the scene, minus the people, entirely out of paper and cardboard, then film it
Demand has long been known for building and photographing realistic, life-size models of actual
environments. The resulting pictures are the final orks of art — so realistic that people often
don’t realize they’re looking at paper constructions — while the sculptural models themselves are
destroyed and never exhibited.
The “Pacific Sun video (named after the cruise ship) consists of 2,400 still images all together.
The animators took three and a half months to meticulously re-create every object’s path across the
room. The resulting video — that’s a sneak peek above — can be seen starting this evening at the
Matthew Marks Gallery at 523 West 24th Street in New York, with other new works by Demand.
This week, I spoke to Demand about how he works. Here are some edited highlights from our conversation:
Why are there no people in your images?
I think the imagination works better if you don’t have people, because if there are people, you look
at it as an anecdote. If you have an empty space that in this case is animated and has lots of signs
of life, it is actually like reading a novel or something. You basically create in your own mind what
is happening or what the space represents, and for me, that is much more interesting.
A remarkable thing I have to say is when I started doing this, it was a slapstick-movie thing, and it
was interesting and peculiar, and I thought it’s just absurd but also it has a certain beauty. Then the
tsunami happened in Japan, and then the cruise ship hit the rock off the coast of northern Italy.
It was no longer slapstick. The context in which the image would be seen changed throughout the
making of the film
Ryan, Kathy. “A Sneak Peek at Thomas Demand’s Storm-Tossed Imagination.” The New York Times Magazine,
May 4, 2012.

Those disasters happened after you had begun?
I was in the middle of it when the tsunami happened. I hired people. I rented a studio in
California. I had a whole workshop set up, building all these chairs and whatever else we
needed. There were between 8 to 12 animators on set working 12-hour days for three and
a half months. There were 55 chairs. The people we were working with on the project were
unbelievable — fantastically dedicated. I was told there are only about 35 animators in L.A.
We basically had 12 of those animators for three and a half months.

The animators do what, exactly?
In recent years, stop-motion animation has become very popular. “Fantastic Mr. Fox” is an
example of this. People like the handcrafted quality of it. You can’t really fake it with C.G.I.
I initially thought about doing it digitally, but in the end decided to do it with stop-motion
animation because it is so beautiful. Everything was made of paper. They were really fragile
objects. The fragility of the objects gives the scene its beauty. Plus, all the C.G.I. people I
spoke to just said it would be too complicated to do virtually, and it will never look like the
real thing, so we should really try to do it in animation.

Ryan, Kathy. “A Sneak Peek at Thomas Demand’s Storm-Tossed Imagination.” The New York Times Magazine,
May 4, 2012.

One of the reasons why I moved to L.A. was because I thought it was kind of a stable
climate, sunshine every day. It’s sunny, but what I didn’t have on my list of things — what I
didn’t consider — were the earthquakes, the tiny little shakes of the earth every day. When
we would start in the morning, we would always see a little change in the placement of the
objects from the night before.
I didn’t realize there were so many tiny movements every day.
Every day something is moving. Like 1.2 on the Richter scale or something.
Is that something filmmakers there are always dealing with?
I don’t know. Nobody seems to talk about it. If I say earthquake, everybody in L.A. rolls
their eyes and says, Thank God it wasn’t the big one yet. For animation, it’s terrible because
these objects are all moving a little fraction. It was really a disaster. It was funny as hell.
That’s why we needed a lot of people — because we had to adjust all this. It’s so minimal
you can’t really do anything about it, but that’s also quite charming in the end because everything is kind of vibrating.
Any movement, like a ketchup bottle falling off a table, the animators would have to imagine that over a stretch of a week or something, but it’s going to be only three seconds in the
film, and it ta es them a week to make it. You need imagination to know how it actually
falls down and how all this is fitting to ether. We had scripts for every object, but that’s
another very long story.
*****
Back in 1997, the magazine commissioned Demand to re-create a massage parlor for a special photo issue devoted to Times
Square; more recently, to accompany a cover story in Nov. 2008 on executive power, he constructed a life-size version of the
Oval Office.
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T

he walls of the gallery have been hung
with wallpaper, a hand-blocked pattern
of luxuriant ivy, each room colour-coded
in different tones. The colours represent the four
seasons of Thomas Demand’s new show: a sunny
midday, night, winter and murder. The same ivy
clings to the wall of a tavern in a provincial town
in Germany, which appears in one of Demand’s
photographs. A little boy was abused in this tavern,
suffocated and dumped in a bin-bag. The wall is
sunny, the ivy green and lush. The bar is closed.
Even though Demand’s exhibition, at the
Serpentine Gallery in London, contains works
spanning a decade, this is no survey. Instead, it is
an ensemble in which each element plays its part.
It is a meditation on images, on the life and death
of objects, on atmosphere and the lack of it. The
show is about the meanings we ascribe to things,
what we know and what we project.
Searle, Adrian. “To the cardboard cave!” The Guardian, June 8, 2006.

Demand’s labour-intensive working procedure begins with a found or archive
photograph. Demand constructs a paper and card model of it, which he then
photographs again. After this, the model is destroyed, leaving us only with Demand’s
staged image, and the story he chooses to tell us. The resulting, large-scale colour
image presents us with a fictive world very like our own, but one we can never inhabit,
an unpeopled copy of places and things. In these representations of rooms, tables,
windows, kitchens and offices, glades and architectures, what one notices most is
human absence, dead quiet (images, after all, can be noisy), a sort of indifferent gaze.
As much as Demand copies and recopies the world, he also describes it. And there is no
such thing as a neutral description, even when everything is described in an excessively
plain and uninflected way. Demand’s coloured papers come as standard, in off-the-shelf
hues, sheen and tone. His images have an emotional flatness, a palpable air of numb
fixation. Just as there are no adverbs or adjectives in the manner of his descriptions,
so there are no signs of use or wear in his images - no coffee stains, no dirt, no films of
dust or greasy fingerprints or grime. His work is equivalent to the inert affectless prose
of a police report. How is it so disturbing? After all, Demand’s skill, the accuracy of his
models and images, wouldn’t detain us for long if his art were only a formal exercise.
We begin with a cave. A huge photograph of an underground grotto, based on a postcard
image of a real cave, a tourist attraction in Mallorca. Demand’s model was built from
50 tonnes of layered cardboard sheets, each cut individually, using several different
computer programs to map, generate and cut the forms: stalagmites and stalactites,
eroded and water-pitted strata, weirdly organic honeycombs of weathered paper rock.
Of course, you find the same effort and statistics in a matchstick Taj Mahal; Demand,
though, is interested in much more than useless verisimilitude.
Beyond the cave, and running through the Serpentine’s galleries, are images that appear
at first as depictions of anonymous, bland and arbitrary rooms, of inconsequential
settings and situations. As with Demand’s Grotto, one needs to dig deeper to discover
their significance. The dark interior of an empty barn, with sunlight seeping in through
the gaps between planks, is based on a photograph of Jackson Pollock’s studio in the
Hamptons. Nearby hangs Drafting Room, based on a tiny photograph of the office of a
German architect in the late 1940s. Kitchen is derived from a photograph of Saddam
Hussein’s hideaway near Tikrit. These images take a lot of unpacking.
It is the five new images hung in the Serpentine’s North Gallery that are the most
unsettling. The series, called Tavern, takes us on a tour of the bar where the boy was
Searle, Adrian. “To the cardboard cave!” The Guardian, June 8, 2006.

killed. The walls are lit with sun. The kitchen is clean, well-ordered. Demand shows
us nondescript corners, in a building where time has been suspended, as if to say that
everything is as it was. But how was it, exactly? This is something his images, and no
photographs, can tell us. A desiccated houseplant sits on a sill. Something terrible
happened here. Demand takes us to a place where our salacious interest is stalled.
He takes us to a brink, beyond which is a void. The story, unravelling in the media,
fascinated and appalled the German public. There is no sign of any crime here. But
once we know what actually happened, the smallest elements infer an enormous
metaphorical weight.
I have heard people say how beautiful this show looks, with the wallpapered galleries,
the nuanced light that changes from room to room; and how elegant his photographs
are, and how interesting his method is. This may well be true, but it is a distraction. In
the end, the show is macabre and disturbing. In the single animated film in the show,
Recorder (2000), the spools of a reel-to reel tape recorder turn in the shadows. Is the
tune that accompanies the image an accompaniment to a silent movie, or are the bars
of piano music a recording on the magnetic tape itself? The banal, repeated snatch of
music will probably drive the gallery attendants crazy; it is like a repetitive thought
that keeps being replayed in one’s head. In fact, the repeated music drives out thought.
One might see the whole show as an analogue, a model, of a world that can never be
described, and can never be escaped. One is stuck, as if in a cave.
· Thomas Demand is at the Serpentine, London W2, until August 20.
Details: 020-7402 6075.
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